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We consider the Dirichlet problem for the reaction]diffusion equation
u y a um q bu b s 0,Ž . x xt
where a ) 0, b g R1, m ) 0, b ) 0. The problem is considered in a closed domain
formed by two continuous curves intersecting each other. Existence, boundary
regularity, uniqueness, and comparison results are established. Q 2000 Academic
Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Let E s x, t : f t - x - f t , 0 - t - T , where 0 - T - q‘, f1 2 i
w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g C 0, T , i s 1, 2, f t - f t for t g 0, T and f 0 s f 0 , f T1 2 1 2 1
Ž .s f T .2
In this paper we consider the problem
u y a um q bu b s 0 in E, 1.1Ž . Ž .x xt
u f t , t s c t , 0 F t F T , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
Ž . 1 w xwhere u s u x, t , a ) 0, m ) 0, b g R , b ) 0, c g C 0, T , c G 0i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i s 1, 2 , c 0 s c 0 , c T s c T . Equation 1.1 is usually called a1 2 1 2
1 Current address: Max]Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences, Inselstra be 22,
04103 Leipzig, Germany.
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Ž .reaction]diffusion equation. If m / 1 it is either a degenerate m ) 1 or
Ž .a singular 0 - m - 1 nonlinear parabolic equation.
There has been a considerable amount of work on the mathematical
theory of nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations published. For a
w xgeneral study we can refer the reader to the survey articles 3, 11, 14 in
w xthe case of the porous medium equation and to article 11 in the case of
the general nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations. The Dirichlet prob-
Ž .lem for Eq. 1.1 in irregular domains bounded by the line t s 0 and the
Ž . Ž .two continuous curves x s f t and x s f t has recently been investi-1 2
w xgated in 1 . Existence, uniqueness, and comparison results were estab-
w xlished. A particular motivation for the paper 1 arose from the problem
regarding the evolution of interfaces and the local behavior of solutions
w xnear the interface. Primarily by applying the results of the paper 1 , a full
description of the evolution of interfaces and of the local solution near the
interface for all relevant values of parameters is presented in another
w x w xrecent paper 2 . It should be mentioned that in 1 it was supposed that
Ž . Ž .the distance between the boundary curves x s f t and x s f t is1 2
w xpositive. Accordingly, the results of 1 are not applicable if, for example,
Ž . Ž .f T s f T at some value t s T. The purpose of this paper is to extend1 2
w xthe results of the paper 1 to the case of closed domains formed by the
Ž . Ž .continuous curves x s f t and x s f t intersecting each other. With-1 2
out loss of generality we restrict ourselves to the case when boundary
curves f and f intersect each other only at the beginning and at the1 2
end of the time interval. The results of this paper may easily be extended
Ž .step by step to the case when there are a finite number of intersection
points within the time interval.
A particular motivation for this work arises from the problem about the
structure of interfaces and the local behavior of solutions near the possible
Ž Ž .extinction time t s T , which is defined as T s inf t : u x, t s 0 for0 0
. Ž .t G t . If we consider the Cauchy problem for Eq. 1.1 with b ) 0 and
Ž .0 - b - min 1; m and with compactly supported initial data, then the
solution is compactly supported for all t ) 0 and from the comparison
principle it easily follows that T - ‘, and accordingly interfaces intersect0
w xeach other at the extinction time t s T . The approach proposed in 2 is0
applicable to solving the problem about the structure of the interfaces and
the local solution near the extinction time, but only if there is a compari-
Ž .son theorem for Eq. 1.1 in an irregular domain formed by intersecting
continuous curves which has the same kind of behavior as the interfaces.
In many cases this may be non-smooth and characteristic at the extinction
time.
The Dirichlet problem in general domains has been widely investigated
Ž w xonly in the case of the classical heat equation see 6, 9, 12, 15 . A
necessary and sufficient condition, which is a geometric characterization
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for a boundary point of an arbitrary bounded open subset of R Nq1 to be
w xregular, has been established in 6 for the heat equation. A similar
criterion for linear parabolic operators with smooth, variable coefficients
w xwas established in 8 . Sufficient conditions for boundary regularity in the
case of general quasilinear non-degenerate parabolic equations were found
w x w xin 7, 16 . As far as we know, besides the recent paper 1 , there are two
papers concerning boundary-value problems for nonlinear degenerate
w xparabolic equations in non-cylindrical domains. In 5 some existence and
boundary regularity results were announced regarding the Dirichlet prob-
lem
< < 2 N < <u s u Du y g =u in D s x , t g R X 0, T , x - s t 4Ž . Ž . Ž .t T
< < < <wu s 0 for x s s t , t g 0, T ; u s u for x - s 0 , t s 0,Ž . . Ž .0
1 w x 1w .where g g R ; s g C 0, T l C 0, T is a monotonic function such that
Ž . Ž . w .s T s 0; and s t ) 0 for t g 0, T . It is given that, in the particular case
Ž . Ž . ps t s c T y t , c ) 0, p ) 0, the constructed limit solution is continu-q
1 1Ž .ous up to the vertex 0, T if p G and is not continuous if 0 - p - . It2 2
should be mentioned that in the particular case of g - 0, the function
ŽŽ .y1 .1rŽmy1.¤ s am u with m s 1 y 1rg ) 1 is a solution of a similar
problem for the equation ¤ s a D¤ m. However, complete proofs of thet
w x w xresults from 5 have not been published. In 4 similar results were proved
for a class of one-dimensional nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations
with a mean curvature operator. This class of equations has no relation-
Ž .ship to the class of reaction]diffusion equations 1.1 .
Ž . Ž .It should be stressed that we might have supposed that f 0 - f 0 by1 2
imposing additionally the initial condition
u x , 0 s u x , f 0 F x F f 0 , 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2
w Ž . Ž .x Ž Ž .. Ž .where u g C f 0 , f 0 , u G 0, and u f 0 s c 0 , i s 1, 2. The0 1 2 0 0 i i
Ž . Ž .results of this paper are valid for the problem 1.1 ] 1.3 also. However, we
Ž . Ž .will henceforth concentrate on the problem 1.1 , 1.2 . We shall follow the
following notion of the generalized solution.
Ž .DEFINITION 1. We shall say that the function u x, t is a solution of
Ž . Ž .problem 1.1 , 1.2 if
Ž . Ž .a u is non-negative and continuous in E, satisfying 1.2 ;
Ž . ‘b for any t , t such that 0 - t - t - T and for any C functions0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m t , t F t F t , i s 1, 2, such that f t - m t - m t - f t fori 0 1 1 1 2 2
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w xt g t , t , the integral identity0 1
t Ž .m t1 2 m bI u , f , D s uf q au f y bu f dx dtŽ . Ž .H H1 t x x
Ž .t m t0 1
Ž .tst xsm t1 2Ž . tm t 12 my uf dx y au f dt s 0, 1.4Ž .H H x
Ž .m t t Ž .tst xsm t1 00 1
2, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .where D s x, t : m t - x - m t , t - t - t and f g C D is an1 1 2 0 1 x, t 1
Ž .arbitrary function that equals zero when x s m t , t F t F t and i s 1, 2,i 0 1
holds.
Furthermore, we assume that 0 - T - q‘ if b G 0 or b - 0 and
Ž . 1yb Ž0 - b F 1, and T g 0, T* if b - 0 and b ) 1, where T* s M rb 1 y
. Ž .b and M s max max c , max c q « , and « ) 0 is an arbitrary suffi-1 2
ciently small number.
w x w xAs in 1 , for any f g C 0, T and for any fixed t ) 0, define the0
functions
vy f ; d s max f t y f t : t y d F t F tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .t 0 0 00
vq f ; d s min f t y f t : t y d F t F t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t 0 0 00
yŽ . Ž qŽ ..The function v f ; ? respectively, v f ; ? is called a left modulust t0 0
Ž .of lower respectively, upper semicontinuity of the function f at the
point t .0
The main results are the following:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1 Existence . For each t g 0, T let there exist a function0
Ž .F d which is defined for all positi¤e sufficiently small d ; F is positi¤e with
Ž .F d “ 0 q as d “ 0 q and
vy f ; d F d 1r2F d , 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .t 10
vq f ; d G yd 1r2F d . 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .t 20
Ž .Assume also that for t s T there exists a function F d , defined as before,
yŽ . Ž . qŽ . Ž .such that either v f ; d satisfies 1.5 or v f ; d satisfies 1.6 forT 1 T 2
sufficiently small positi¤e d . Then there exists a solution of the problem
Ž . Ž .1.1 , 1.2 .
Ž .THEOREM 2 Uniqueness . Let a ) 0, m ) 0, and either b - 1 and
b ) 0 or b G 1 and b is arbitrary. Let f and f satisfy the assumptions of1 2
Theorem 1. Let there exist a finite number of points t , i s 1, . . . , k, such thati
t s 0 - t - ??? - t - t s T ; and for an arbitrary compact subsegment0 1 k kq1
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w x Ž .d , d ; t , t , i s 0, 1, . . . , k, let there exist a positi¤e constant M such1 2 i iq1 0
that
f t y f t G yM t y t for 0 - d F t F t F d , 1.7aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 0 1 2
f t y f t F M t y t for 0 - d F t F t F d . 1.7bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 0 1 2
Ž . Ž .Then the solution of the problem 1.1 , 1.2 is unique.
Ž .THEOREM 3 Uniqueness . Let a ) 0, m ) 0, b - 0 and 0 - b - 1.
Suppose that f and f satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1. Then if1 2
Ž . Ž .c G d ) 0, for 0 F t F T , i s 1, 2, the solution of the problem 1.1 , 1.2 isi
unique.
Ž .THEOREM 4 Comparison . Let the conditions of Theorem 2 be satisfied.
Ž . Ž .Let u be a solution of the problem 1.1 , 1.2 and g be a supersolution
Ž . Ž . Ž .respecti¤ely subsolution of Eq. 1.1 in E and u F G g in E R E. Then
Ž .u F G g in E.
ŽWe note that the definition of the supersolution respectively, the
.subsolution coincides with Definition 1, where we replace the ‘‘s ’’ in
Ž . Ž .1.4 with ‘‘F ’’ respectively, ‘‘G ’’ and we require the test functions f
also to be non-negative.
Hence, at each interior point, our restrictions on the boundary curves,
for existence, boundary regularity and uniqueness in the problem
Ž . Ž . w x1.1 , 1.2 , coincide with those given in 1 . However, at the top boundary
point which is the intersection of two continuous boundary curves it is
enough to impose similar restrictions on the behavior of one of the curves,
while the second one may be arbitrary. In the case of the linear heat
equation the probabilistic interpretation of this fact may be found in the
w xtheory of space]time Brownian motion 10 . It should also be mentioned
that for the linear heat equation this fact may be derived from the results
w x Ž .of 15 see Theorem III, p. 389 there .
Remark 1. Theorems 2 and 4 have sense only in the case of the
Ž .nonlinearity of the equation 1.1 . If m s 1, b s 1 then the constructed
solution is a classical solution, and uniqueness and comparison results
immediately follow from the maximum principle.
Remark 2. One may show by standard methods that the generalized
solution is a classical solution in a neighborhood of any interior point
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.x , t , where u x , t ) 0 see Remark 2.1 of 1 . If, in particular, the0 0 0 0
solution which we construct in the next section has a positive infimum,
then it is a classical solution and the uniqueness of this solution follows
Žimmediately from the existence theorem which includes continuity up to
.the boundaries and from the classical maximum principle. In particular,
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Theorem 3 relates to this case, since under the conditions of Theorem 3
the constructed solution satisfies u G d ) 0 in E. Obviously, if the condi-
tions of Theorem 3 are satisfied then the assertion of Theorem 4 is valid if
Ž .we require g to be a classical supersolution respectively, subsolution of
Ž .the equation 1.1 in E.
2. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
w xLet us prove Theorem 1. The proof is similar to that given in 1 .
 4Step 1: Parabolic Regularization. Let « be an arbitrary real mono-n
 4tonic sequence with « x0 q . Suppose that f , i s 1, 2, are arbitraryn in
sequences of functions such that
‘w x w xf g C 0, T , f t - f t for t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž .in 1n 2 n
lim max f t y f t s 0,Ž . Ž .in i
n“‘ 0FtFT
Ž . 0 Ž . 0and let f 0 s f , f 0 s f , n s 1, 2, . . . . Some additional restric-1n 1n 2 n 2 n
 0 4tions on the sequence of numbers f , i s 1, 2, will be formulated below.in
Let g s 1 if b - 0 and let g be an arbitrary number such that g )b b b
Ž y1 y1 . Ž y1 .max m ; b ; 1 if b ) 0 and g ) max m ; 1 if b s 0. Henceforth, web
shall write g instead of g . Without loss of generality we may suppose thatb
g  4  4« - M. Now we take the functional sequences c , u and a sequence1 in 0 n
 0 4of numbers f , i s 1, 2, such thatin
‘w x ‘w 0 0 x1. c g C 0, T , u g C f , f , n s 1, 2, . . . ,in 0 n 1n 2 n
Ž g Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž mŽ . mŽ ..1r m.2. max « , c t F c t F min M, c t q x « , t gn i in i n
w x0, T ,
Ž g Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž mŽ . mŽ ..1r m.3. max « , c 0 F u x F min M, c 0 q x « , x gn 1 0 n 1 n
w 0 0 xf , f ,1n 2 n
Ž 0 . Ž . Ž m . Ž 0 . X Ž . X Ž 0 . b Ž 0 .4. u f s c 0 , a u 0 f q f 0 u f y bu f q0 n in in 0 n in in 0 n in 0 n in
bg X Ž . Ž .bu « s c 0 , u s 1 if b ) 0; 0 if b F 0 , i s 1, 2,b n in b
Ž . gwhere x x s Kx for x G 0 and K ) 1 is a fixed constant. If the bound-
Ž .ary data have a positive infimum, then we may assume that x x , x ) 0, is
Ž .an arbitrary continuous positive monotonic function with lim x x sx “ 0q
0. Obviously, it is possible to construct such sequences. Consider an
auxiliary problem
L u ’ u y a um q bu b y bu « bg s 0 in E , 2.1Ž . Ž .x xn t b n n
u x , 0 s u x , f 0 F x F f 0 , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .0 n 1n 2 n
u f t , t s c t , 0 F t F T , i s 1, 2, 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .in in
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Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 w xwhere E s x, t : f t - x - f t , 0 - t F T . As in 1 , from then 1n 2 n
w xclassical parabolic theory 13 it follows that there exists a unique solution
2qm , 1qm r2 gŽ . Ž . Ž .from C E , m ) 0, of the problem 2.1 ] 2.3 and « F u Fx, t n n n
1Ž . Ž .c t for x, t g E , wheren
Ž .1r 1yb1yb¡ M y b 1 y u 1 y b t , if b / 1,Ž . Ž .b1 ~c t sŽ . ¢M exp yb 1 y u t , if b s 1.Ž .Ž .b
Step 2: Construction of the Limit Solution. Consider a sequence of
Žk . Ž . Žk .Ž . Žk .Ž . 4compacts E s x, t : f t F x F f t , t F t F T , k s 1, 2, . . . ,1 2 k k
 4  4where T , t are positive monotonic sequences such that t “ 0 q ;k k k
 Žk .4T “ T y as k “ q‘; f , i s 1, 2, are sequences of functions suchk i
Žk . ‘w x Žkq1. Žk . Žk . Žkq1.that f g C 0, T ; f - f - f - f - f - f for t gi 1 1 1 2 2 2
w x < Žk . <t , T , k s 1, 2, . . . ; and lim max f y f s 0. Hence, wek k k “q‘ t F t F T i ik k
have E s D‘ EŽk ., EŽk . ; EŽkq1., k s 1, 2, . . . , and for each fixed kks1
Ž . Žk . Ž . w xthere exists a number n k such that E ; E for n G n k . As in 1 itn
Ž .may be established that the Holder norm of u , n G n k , does not¨ n
 4 Ž .depend on n. Thus u , n G n k , is uniformly bounded and equicontinu-n
ous in EŽk .. By a diagonalization argument and the Arzela]Ascoli theorem
Ž .we may find a subsequence n9 and a limit function u g C E such that˜
u “ u as n9 “ ‘, pointwise in E, and the convergence is uniform on˜n9
Ž .compact subsets of E. Now consider a function u x, t such that u s u for˜
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .x, t g E and u f t , t s c t for 0 F t F T , i s 1, 2. The functioni i
Ž . Ž .u x,t satisfies the integral identity 1.4 in the sense of Definition 1. To
complete the proof we need only to prove the continuity of u up to the
boundary curves.
Step 3: Boundary Regularity. The proof of continuity of u at the
Ž .boundary points x s f t , 0 - t - T , exactly coincides with that given ini
w x Ž Ž . . Ž1 . Let us prove the continuity at the boundary point f T , T further-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .more, we write f T and c T instead of f T and c T respectively .i i
yŽ . Ž .Without loss of generality, suppose that v f ; d satisfies 1.5 forT 1
Ž .sufficiently small positive d . If c T ) 0 we shall prove that for arbitrary
sufficiently small « ) 0 the two inequalities
lim inf u x , t G c T y « as x , t “ f T , T , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
lim sup u x , t F c T q « as x , t “ f T , T , 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .are valid. Since « ) 0 is arbitrary, from 2.4 and 2.5 , the continuity of u
Ž Ž . . Ž .at the point f T , T follows. If c T s 0, however, then it is sufficient to
Ž . Ž . Ž .prove 2.5 since 2.4 with « s 0 on the right-hand side follows directly
from the fact that u is non-negative in E.
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Ž .. Ž Ž ..Let c T ) 0. Take an arbitrary « g 0, c T and prove the inequality
Ž .2.4 . Consider a function
v x , t s f h m y x q m t y T q f T , m ) 0, h ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n 1n
2.6aŽ .
where
a
f j s M jrh m , M s c T y « . 2.6bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
By choosing the value of a appropriately, we divide the analysis into
w xdifferent cases, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 from 1 . Thus we choose
y11ray1 y2 y1h m s M m F m , M s M M y 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /3 3 2 1
M s c T y «r2, m G m ,Ž .2 0
y1r2 yŽ . Ž .where m s d and we assume that v f ; d satisfies 1.5 for d g0 0 T 1
Ž x Ž . w Ž .Ž .x0, d . We consider f j for j g 0; h m 1 q s where s is a positive0
Ž y1 .1r anumber such that s G M M y 1. We have2 1
L v s m f 9 y a f m 0 q bf b y bu « bg ,Ž .n n b n
from which it follows that there exists m G m such that if m G m then1 0 1
L v F 0 for 0 F j F h m 1 q s . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ž . Ž .The proof of 2.7 coincides with the proof of a similar estimation 2.17
w xfrom 1 . Since c , i s 1, 2, are continuous, there exists m G m such thati 2 1
if m G m then2
c t ) c T y «r2 for T y my2 F t F T .Ž . Ž .i 2
Ž Ž . .  4Let us now estimate v f t , t in the neighborhood of T. Since fn 1n 1n
uniformly converges to f as n “ q‘, we may suppose, without loss of1
yŽ . Ž . Ž xgenerality, that v f ; d satisfies 1.5 for d g 0, d uniformly withT 1n 0
w y2 xrespect to n. If t g T y m ; T , then for m G m we have2
v f t , t F f h m q f T y f tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n 1n 1n 1n
F f My1 q 1 h m s M .Ž .Ž .Ž .3 2
Then we set
V s x , t : T y my2 - t F T , f t - x - u t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4n 1n n
u t s min j t , f t , j t s h m q m t y T q f T y h ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n 2 n n 1n n
1ray1 gh s h m M « .Ž . Ž .n 1 n
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Since
j T y my2 y f T y my2 F h m y my1 q vy f ; my2 ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1n T 1n
we may choose and fix m G m so large that for ;m G m and ;n,3 2 3
u T y my2 s j T y my2 - f T y my2 . 2.8Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n 1n
Ž Ž . . y2Let us now estimate v u t , t for T y m F t F T. We haven n
v j t , t s « g F min uŽ .Ž .n n n n
and
v f t , t s f h m q m t y T q f T y f tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n 2 n 1n 2 n
F f h m q f T y f t F c T y «r2 - c tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1n 1n 2
F u f t , t .Ž .Ž .n 2 n
Hence, for ;m G m ,3
v u t , t F u u t , t for T y my2 F t F T .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n
We also have
v f t , t F c T y «r2 - c t F u f t , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n 1n 1 n 1n
for T y my2 F t F T .
We can now apply the maximum principle. Obviously, v is a smoothn
gfunction in V . Moreover, v is bounded away from zero in V by « .n n n n
Consider a function z s u y v . Since z G 0 on the parabolic boundaryn n
of V , by applying the maximum principle it follows that z G 0 in V . Inn n
the limit n9 “ q‘ we have
v x , t F u x , t in V , 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .
where
v x , t s f h m y x q m t y T q f T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
V s x , t : T y my2 - t - T , f t - x - u t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 41
u t s min j t , f t , j t s h m q m t y T q f T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Ž . Ž .Since j T ) f T , from the continuity of j and f it follows that2
Ž . Ž . Ž .u t s f t in T y r F t F T for some r s r m ) 0. Obviously we have2
lim v x , t s lim v x , t s c T y « .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . .x , t “ f T , T x , t “ f T , T
Ž . Ž .x , t gE x , t gV
Ž . Ž .Hence, from 2.9 , 2.4 follows.
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1Ž . Ž .Let us now prove 2.5 . Let M s c T q d , where d ) 0 is so small
1that the function c is defined and continuous at the point T q d . Take
Ž .an arbitrary « ) 0 such that c T q « - M. As before, consider a func-
tion
v x , t s f h m y x q m t y T q f T , m ) 0, h ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n 1 1 1n 1
2.10aŽ .
where
a
1ra y1 1ra 1raf z s M q z h m M y M , M s c T q « ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 5 5
2.10bŽ .
and a is an arbitrary number such that 0 - a - my1. Then we choose
1r a 1raM y M5y1 y2h m s M m F m , M s ,Ž . Ž .1 7 7 1ra 1raM y M5 6
M s c T q «r2, m G m ,Ž .6 0
y1r2 yŽ . Ž .where m s d , and as before we assume that v f ; d satisfies 1.50 0 T 1
Ž x Ž . w Ž .Ž .xfor d g 0, d . We consider a function f z for z g 0, h m 1 q s ,0 1 1 1
where s is a positive number such that1
y1 y11ra 1ra 1ra 1ra 1ra 1ra 1raM y M M y M F s - M M y M .Ž . Ž . Ž .5 6 5 1 5 5
w xAs in 1, Theorem 2.1 , we then derive that there exists a m G m such1 0
that if m G m1
L v ) 0 for 0 F z F h m 1 q s .Ž . Ž .n n 1 1
Ž .Since c t , i s 1, 2, are continuous, there exists m G m such that ifi 2 1
m G m then2
c t - c T q «r2 for T y my2 F t F T .Ž . Ž .i 2
Ž Ž . . y2Let us now estimate v f t , t for T y m F t F T , m G m . As be-n 1n 2
yŽ . Ž . Ž xfore, we may suppose that v f ; d satisfies 1.5 for d g 0, d uni-T 1n 0
formly with respect to n. We have
v f t , t G f h m q f T y f tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n 1n 1 1 1n 1n
G f My1 q 1 h m s M .Ž .Ž .Ž .1 7 1 6
Ž .Now we can choose N s N m, « so large that for n G N1 1 1
c t F c t - c T q «r2 for T y my2 F t F T , i s 1, 2.Ž . Ž . Ž .i in
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Then we set V , u , j as before, by replacing h and h with h and 0n n n n 1
Ž . Ž Ž . .respectively. We then derive 2.8 . Let us now estimate v u t , t forn n
T y my2 F t F T. We have
v j t , t s M G max uŽ .Ž .n n n
and
v f n t , t s f h m q m t y T q f T y f tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n 2 1 1 1n 2 n
G f h m q f T y f t G c T q «r2 ) c tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1n 1n 2 n
s u f t , t .Ž .Ž .n 2 n
Hence, for ;m G m and for ;n G N , we have2 1
v u t , t G u u t , t for T y my2 F t F T .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n
We also have
v f t , t G c T q «r2 ) c t s u f t , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n 1n 1n n 1n
for T y my2 F t F T .
Consider a function z s u y v . Since z F 0 on the parabolic boundaryn n
of V , by applying the maximum principle it follows that z F 0 in V . Inn n
the limit n9 “ q‘ we have
v x , t G u x , t in V , 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where v, V, u , j are defined as in 2.9 , by replacing h with h . As before,1
Ž . Ž . Ž .u t s f t in T y r F t F T for some r s r m ) 0. Obviously, we2
have
lim v x , t s lim v x , t s c T q « .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . .x , t “ f T , T x , t “ f T , T
Ž . Ž .x , t gE x , t gV
Ž . Ž .Hence, from 2.11 , 2.5 follows and we have completed the proof of
Ž . Ž Ž . . yŽ .continuity of u x, t at the point f T , T , assuming that v f ; dT 1
Ž .satisfies 1.5 for sufficiently small positive d . Similarly, one can prove the
Ž . Ž Ž . . qŽ .continuity of u x, t at the point f T , T , assuming that v f ; dT 2
Ž .satisfies 1.6 for sufficiently small positive d .
Ž Ž . .It remains only to prove the continuity of u at the point f 0 , 0 . The
Ž Ž . .proof is similar to that given for the point f T , T . As before, we need to
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .prove 2.4 if c 0 ) 0 and 2.5 with T replaced by 0. To prove 2.4 , we
set
V s x , t : f t - x - f t , 0 - t F d . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1n 2 n 1
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Ž . Ž .We then derive 2.7 , where v , f are chosen as in 2.6 with T replaced byn
0. As before, it may be proved that there exists a m ) 0 such that for2
Ž . Ž .arbitrary fixed m G m we have d s d m, « and N s N m, « such2 1 1 1 1
that v F u , n G N on the parabolic boundary of V . The maximumn n 1 n
Ž .principle implies v F u in V . In the limit n9 “ q‘ we obtain 2.9 ,n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4where V s x, t : f t - x - f t , 0 - t F d and v is defined as in1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.9 with T replaced by 0. From 2.9 , 2.4 follows. The proof of 2.5 is
Ž .similar; the only difference is that we choose v , f as in 2.10 with Tn 1
replaced by 0. Theorem 1 is proved.
The proof of the uniqueness Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem
w x Ž w x. w x3.2 from 1 see also the Corollary 3.1 in 1 . First, as in 1 , we can prove
w X x X Ž .uniqueness on the time interval 0, t for arbitrary t g 0, t . Since the1 1 1
w xsolution is continuous for t s t , we easily derive uniqueness in 0, t . By1 1
w xusing similar arguments step by step one may prove uniqueness in 0, T .
The proof of Theorems 3 and 4 is similar to that of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4
w xfrom 1 .
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